Clearance of NSC Personnel

Ad.: J. J. Koenig
TIR: 5/ASST

SECG 27 Apr 53
Capt Young/30251/or

1. Information on three men under consideration for NSC is submitted for further decision per your request. The history of each man shows a variance from NSC standards. This and SECG's recommendation is indicated on each summary attached.

2. To declare any of the three men eligible for clearance will require the waiving of certain selection standards. After waivers have been made, investigations will have to be brought up-to-date prior to the granting of clearance. Although the Director may waive the standards for those people paid from Agency funds, SECG feels that in those cases, due to the high professional caliber of the men and the degree of classification of the material to which they may have access, USMCT should be requested to render a decision. In any event, the case of Morris Newman should be decided by the board since he is actually an employee of the National Bureau of Standards and will not be employed, literally, by us.

LESLIE J. WYCO
Colonel, Artillery

cc: 5/ASST

Indic: a/s

Phil McLeod Morse
Morris Newman
Stanislaw Marcin Olare
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